Each Detachment is 15 TUs. At least 5 TUs must be infantry, less than half the infantry TUs can have buzzbombs and all must start the game in APCs.

Armoured Grenadier detachment:
8 Infantry TUs (2 with buzzbombs) in 2 Subaru APCs with 3 TUs of infantry (all with buzzbombs) in 2 Subaru light tanks. Total: 435pts.

Add a Lt. to this detachment at 10pts or a Captain for 20pts.

Treat this force as a SINGLE detachment during play. The Han employ a lot of officers - they may buy one level higher per detachment (so a single detachment could have a captain for +10pts instead of a lieutenant). Duplicate this detachment for a bigger force and add a captain (20pts) and a major (50pts) to reflect the higher level of command per detachment.

**Points Costs**

Subaru light tank: **100 pts**; Subaru APC with light laser: **50pts**.
Infantry: **10pts**; infantry with buzzbomb launcher or with laser support weapon: **15pts**.

Up to 1 additional sergeant could be purchased at **5pts**.